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We give a new constructive computer-free existence proof of the third group of
 .Janko, J , using the 9-dimensional unitary representation of 3 J over GF 4 .3 3
Thereby we embed the C .c-geometries for 3 J and J into the 9-dimensional2 3 3
unitary space and the 9-dimensional projective space, respectively. Q 1997 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A finite simple group G is said to be of J -type provided all involutions3
 . 1q4of G are conjugate and, for i an involution, C i ( 2 A .G 5
Initial evidence for the existence of groups of J -type was given by Janko3
w xJa . He determined the order of such a group and its character table.
w xHigman and McKay HiMc used this information and the fact that a
 .group of J -type contains a subgroup isomorphic to L 16 2, as was shown3 2
by J. G. Thompson, to realize a group of J -type on a computer. Thereby3
they also proved that there is at most one group of J -type.3
w xThe first computer-free existence proof of J was given by Weiss Wei .3
There is precisely one conjugacy class V of subgroups of J isomorphic to3
 .4E GL 4 . Weiss constructs a graph having V as its vertex set and he2 2
 .shows that its automorphism group is Aut J . This graph is of diameter 103
w xand of a rather complicated structure. Kleidman and Wilson KlWi
 .realized an embedding of J into E 4 . Based on this knowledge, As-3 6
w xchbacher As2 could give another computer-free existence proof of J by3
 .embedding J into E 4 .3 6
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The triple cover of J has a complex representation of degree 183
w x  .McWa which can also be written over GF 4 . A realization of 3 J within3
 . w xSU 2 is given in CCNPW , a machine-aided result.9
Our proof will be completely independent}it is based on the knowledge
of geometries of type C .c and of the geometry of the 9-dimensional2
unitary space. We give this new existence proof since it seems natural to
show the existence of a group by using the smallest representation of this
group. We try to make the proof as self-contained as possible.
A connected geometry G consisting of points, lines, and quads labeled
.  .0, 1, and 2 on the following diagram is of type C .c2
0 1 2c
` ` `
m n
if and only if
  ..res p For a point p the lines and the quads which are incident
with p form a complete graph K on n q 2 vertices whose vertices arenq2
the lines and whose edges are the quads.
  ..res l For every line l the points and the quads on l form a
generalized 2-gon.
  ..res q For a quad q the points and the lines incident with q form a
generalized 4-gon whose lines are incident with m q 1 points.
 .We say that G is of order m, n . For the notation concerning geometries,
w x w xsee also Bue2 or Pa .
 .An amalgam A consists of a family G of groups and a family ofJ J : I
group homomorphisms d : G ª G , one for each J, K : I such thatJK J K
J : K, satisfying the two conditions:
 .i For all J, K, L : I with J : K : L, the composite d dJK K L
equals d ;JL
 .ii d s id for each J : I.J J J
A completion of A is a group G and a family of homomorphisms
h : G ª G, one for each J : I, such thatJ J
 .i h s d h for all J : K ;J JK K
 .  . < :ii G s G h J : I .J J
ÃGiven two completions of A, say G and G, with homomorphisms h andJ
h , then a morphism of completions from the first to the second is aÃJ
Ãhomomorphism c : G ª G such that h s h c for each J : I. A comple-ÃJ J
tion is faithful, if for all J : I, the homomorphism h is injective. In thisJ
paper we only consider faithful completions. Finally, a completion of A is
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uni¨ ersal if there exists a unique morphism of completions from it to any
 w x.given completion see GoLySo, p. 162 .
w xBuekenhout Bue1 constructed a C .c-geometry for J . He considered a2 3
coset geometry which is determined by the following amalgam.
 4DEFINITION 1.1. An amalgam A s G , G , G , G , G , G , G is0 1 2 01 02 12 012
said to be of type J provided that3
 .  .  .  . i G , L 16 2, G , E Z = A ( E GL 4 , G , Z =0 2 1 16 3 5 16 2 2 3
.  .A 2 ( 3PGL 9 ,6 2
 .  .  .ii G , E Z = D , G ( Z = A , G , Z = D 2,01 16 3 10 12 3 5 02 3 10
 .iii B s G , Z = D .012 3 10
We prove that there is only one amalgam of type J . We embed this3
 .  .unique amalgam we call it A into SU 2 . Then we check that the9
 .completion G of A in SU 2 has a unique class of involutions, that9
 .GrZ G is simple and we establish that the structure of the centralizer of
 .an involution in GrZ G is the same as in J . Thus we give a new3
constructive computer-free proof of the following result:
MAIN THEOREM 1.2. There exists a simple group of J -type.3
In fact, we construct the nonsplit extension 3 ?J of J .3 3
 .Let G F SU 2 be a completion of A. Then there is a geometry G such9
 .  .that G, G is a flag-transitive C .c-geometry see Lemma 2.1 . The geome-2
Ätry G has a triple quotient G. Further the embedding of A yields an
Ä .embedding of G in the 9-dimensional unitary space V over GF 4 and of G
Ä .in the projective space P V . The points of G in terms of the unitary space
are certain totally isotropic 4-spaces, the lines certain totally isotropic
2-spaces, and the quads certain nondegenerate 1-dimensional subspaces of
 .V see Section 8 .
This paper is organized as follows. First we prove that a completion of
an amalgam of type A gives rise to a flag-transitive C .c-geometry and we2
determine a bound on the number of points of such a geometry. Then we
prove that there is only one amalgam of type A and give a presentation of
A. In the fourth section we embed the set of generators p of A into
 .X s SU 2 , which proves the existence of a completion G or A. More9
explicitly, we define a set of elements P of X and a map w between p and
P such that w can be extended to a monomorphism f of G into X fori i
 4i s 0, 1, 2 and such that f s f for i, j g 0, 1, 2 . In the fifthi <G j <Gi j i j
section, for the sake of completeness, we prove some well-known facts
 .about subgroups of X ( SU 2 . In the sixth section we start to describe9
the geometry G in terms of the unitary space which will be accomplished
in the last section. In the seventh section we prove the Main Theorem and
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 .that Z G ( Z . Most of this section is devoted to the structure of an3
involution centralizer. We consider an involution i g B and we show that
 .  .  . 1q4C i , C i , C i generate a group D isomorphic to 2 A . Since weG G G 50 1 2
< <have a bound of the number of points of G and therefore also of G , we
 .are than able to prove that, in fact, C i s D.G
 .Notation. Let V be a vector space and G F GL V . For W a subspace
of V denote by G the stabilizer of W in G. For K F G we denote byW W
K W the group which is induced by K on W.
a  4Moreover, for G a group we denote by G the set G _ 1 .
2. ON C .c-GEOMETRIES2
LEMMA 2.1. If the group G is a completion of an amalgam of type A, then
 .G acts flag-transiti¨ ely on a geometry of type C .c of order 5, 15 , where G is2 0
the stabilizer of a point, G the stabilizer of a line, and G the stabilizer of a1 2
quad.
Proof. Let G be the coset-geometry of G: The points, lines, and quads
of G are the cosets of G , G , G in G, respectively, and the two elements0 1 2
 4G a and G b, i, j g 0, 1, 2 and a, b g G, are incident iff G a and G bi j i j
intersect nontrivally.
Since G is generated by G , G , and G , G is a connected geometry. As0 1 2
G s G G , any point incident with the line l s G is incident with any1 01 12 1
quad containing l. Therefore, G has a string diagram which implies that
 . w xG,G is a flag-transitive geometry As1 .
The knowledge of the structure of G , G , and G implies that the0 01 02
residue of a point p is a complete graph whose vertices are the lines and
 .  .whose edges are the quads on p. Finally, G , Z = A 2 and ii imply2 3 6
that the residue of the quad q s G is an n = n-grid. This shows the2
assertion.
w xPasechnik Pas proved that locally finite C .c-geometries are finite. We2
give here another proof of the bound of the number of points.
 .LEMMA 2.2. A geometry G of type C .c of order s, t has at most2
 . tq2s q 1 points.
 .Proof. Let p and x be points at distance d p, x s j, j G 2, in the
point graph of G.
We claim that x is incident with j pairwise different lines l , . . . , l each1 j
containing a point at distance j y 1 from p. We prove the claim by
 .induction on j. If d p, x s 2, then p and x are connected by a path
 .  .x s p, x , x s x of length 2. The lines p, x and x , x generate a0 1 2 1 1
 .quad q in res x . Therefore, there exists another point r in q at distance1 1
 .1 from p and from x. Thus x is incident with the two lines x , x and1
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 .  .r , x . Now let x be a point with d p, x s j, j ) 2, and let p s x ,1 0
x , . . . , x s x be a minimal path between p and x. By induction, x is1 j jy1
incident with j y 1 lines, say l , . . . , l , each being incident with a point1 jy1
 .p at distance j y 2 from p, for i s 1, . . . , j y 1. Then p , x andi i jy1
 .  .x , x generate a quad q in res x for i s 1, . . . , j y 1. Therefore, ajy1 j i jy1
further point r exists, which is at a distance 1 from p and from x . Since,i i j
 .for i s 1, . . . , j y 1, the lines p , x are pairwise different, the quads qi jy1 i
 .are also pairwise different, which implies that the lines r , x are alsoi j
 .  .pairwise different. Since, moreover, r , x / x , x for i s 1, . . . , j y 1,i j jy1 j
 .  .the claim follows with the j lines x , x , r , x , i s 1, . . . , j y 1.jy1 j i j
 .Denote by G p the set of points of G at distance i from p. This showsi
 . <  . <  .that x g G p has at most G p y js neighbours in G p . Fromj 1 jq1
<  . <  .  . <  .  . <G p s t q 2 s and from the fact that, for d x, p s j, G p l G x1 jy1 1
G j, we conclude
t q 22< <G p F t q 2 s t q 1 sr2 s s , .  .  .2  /2
t q 23< <G p F t q 2 s t q 1 stsr 2 ? 3 s s , . . . , .  .  .  .3  /3
t q 2tq2< < < <G p F s , and G p s 0. .  .tq2 tq3 /t q 2
Therefore, the number of points is at most
tq2 t q 2 tq2js s s q 1 , .  /j
js0
as asserted.
3. THE AMALGAM OF TYPE J3
In this section we determine generators and relations of possible univer-
sal completions G of A. This will show that the groups in A determine up
.to isomorphism a unique presentation of G, which proves that there is at
most one amalgam of type J . Moreover, we will need the presentation of3
 .G in the next section in order to embed the amalgam A into SU 2 .9
Let s, t, f g G such that the following relations hold:012
3 5 2 f w x w x1 s s s t s f s t ? t s s, t s s, f . R1
 :Then s, t, f N R is a presentation of G .1 012
We may assume that t and f correspond, respectively, to the permuta-
tions
23456 and 25 34 .  .  .
of GX ( A .12 5
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X  . .Let y g G correspond to 23 45 . Then12
3 X2 w x1 s y s y ? t s y , s R . 2
holds. Moreover, we may assume
f s y ty2 y t . RY2
Let R be the set of relations RX j RY .2 2 2
 :LEMMA 3.1. s, t, f , y N R j R is a presentation of G .1 2 12
w x Proof. According to Hamilton, see, for instance, CoMo, p. 137 , t, y N
2 3 5 . :1 s y s yt s t is a presentation of A . This proves the assertion.5
Notice that the relations R j R imply, in particular, that y and f1 2
commute.
 :Up to conjugation by s there exists exactly one element a g G such02
that
2 a a w x1 s a s s ? s s t ? t s a, f R3
holds. Hence
 :LEMMA 3.2. a, s, f , t N R j R is a presentation of G .1 3 02
Y a Y w a x  a y1.3As a normalizes G ( A , y is in G . Since 1 s y , f s y t , the2 6 2
element y a is either equal to y or it corresponds to the permutation
 . . a  :16 25 . If y s y, then G is normal in G s G , G , which is clearly12 2 12 02
a  . .not the case. Therefore, y corresponds to 16 25 .
y2   . tDefine u s t yt this is the inverse of yt ; notice that the element u
Y .has already participated in our relations}in R ! . Then u corresponds to2
 .the permutation 253 . The element u, together with y, generates a
subgroup A of GX , the one which fixes symbols 1 and 6. Clearly, y a4 12
inverts u. So the following relations hold in G :2
a 2y2 y y1 au s t yt , u s u , yy s f . R . 4
 :LEMMA 3.3. s, y, f , t, a, u N R j R j R j R is a presentation of1 2 3 4
G .2
Proof. Let H be the group given by the above presentation. Clearly,
 a:H s s, y, t, y has index 2 in H, as a commutes with t, inverts s, and0
permutes y and y a. Define a graph whose vertices are all the right cosets
 : aof L s s, y, t ( Z = A and L in H . Two distinct cosets are adjacent3 5 0
whenever they have a nontrivial intersection. This graph is bipartite by
a  :definition. Since L l L s s, t, f ( Z = D , the graph has valence 63 10
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and every vertex stabilizer induces a doubly-transitive action of A on the5
neighbourhood of the vertex. We need to prove that this graph is complete
 .bipartite on 12 vertices. Then L has index 6 in H ! Let ¨ be the vertex0
stabilized by L. By doubly-transitivity, L acts transitively on the vertices at
distance 2 from ¨ . The involution y a interchanges ¨ with a vertex w at
a  :distance 2 from ¨ . According to the relations, y normalizes s, y, u
which is of index 5 in L. Hence there are exactly 5 vertices at distance 2
from ¨ . Since any neighbour of ¨ has five neighbours different from ¨ , we
easily establish that every vertex at distance 2 has all its 6 neighbours in
the neighbourhood of ¨ . Hence the graph has no further vertices, and the
claim follows.
 :  X  ..From the action of f on s, t which is a torus subgroup in G ( L 16 ,0 2
we see that f induces a field automorphism of GX . We conclude that0
 .  .XC f ( A and that there exists an involution r in O G withG 5 2 010
w x1 s r , f R5
and with
31 s r a . R . 6
Replacing s by sy1, if necessary, we may assume that the following
relations hold:
2 32 t t tw x1 s r s r , r s r , r s r , r ,
R7
r t
4 s r ? r t ? r t 2 ? r t 3 , r s s r t 2 ? r t 3 .
 :LEMMA 3.4. r, s, f , t N R j R j R is a presentation of G .1 5 7 01
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of the relations.
w x w x  .4Since 1 s r, f s f , y and since G ( E Z = A , it follows that1 2 3 5
 .  . w xC f s C y . So 1 s r, y . Moreover, it is easy to see thatO G . O G .2 1 2 1
 t. y t t 2 t 3r s r r r . We set
y 2 3t t t tw x1 s r , y , r s r r r . R . 8
 :LEMMA 3.5. r, s, f , t, y N R j R j R j R j R is a presentation of1 2 5 7 8
G .1
Proof. According to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, it remains to check that y
2 3t t t :indeed acts on r, r , r , r . But this follows from the relations R .8
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 :LEMMA 3.6. r, s, t, a, f N R j R j R j R j R is a presentation of1 3 5 6 7
G .0
 :Proof. Set L s r, s, t, a N R j R j R j R .1 3 6 7
 :We claim that L s B j B aB with B s r, s, t . It suffices to check1 1 1 1
that for b , b , b g B there exist c , c g B such that b a b a b s1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 3
i  4  :c a c for some i g 0, 1 . As a normalizes s, t , we may assume b s1 2 2
y1  :d r d for some d g s, t . Therefore and by the relation R we have6
a b a s a dy1 r d a s d a r a dy1 s d r a r dy1 .2
Hence the claim follows with c s b d r, c s r dy1 b , and i s 1.1 1 2 3
< < < < < <Thus L s B q B aB s 16 ? 15 q 16 ? 15 ? 16 s 16 ? 15 ? 17. We can1 1 1
 .define an epimorphism from L onto SL 16 by mapping t, s, a, r2
respectively onto
l3 0 l5 0 0 1 1 1, , , ,y3 y5  /  / /  / 1 0 0 10 l 0 l
 :  .a 3 y3 6 y6 5 3where l s GF 16 such that l q l q l q l s 1 and l s l q
ly3.
< < <  . <  .As L s SL 16 it follows that L ( SL 16 . Thus L is a presentation2 2
of GX . As f corresponds to the outer automorphism of GX which maps the0 0
4 .  .matrix a onto a , the assertion follows.i j 1F i, jF 2 i j 1F i, jF 2
COROLLARY 3.7. Up to isomorphism there exists at most one amalgam of
type A, which has a completion. If G is the uni¨ ersal completion of that
 8 :amalgam, then s, f , t, y, a, r N D R is a presentation of G.is1 i
Recall that we agreed to use A to denote this unique amalgam of type
J .3
Observe the following fact.
LEMMA 3.8. Let G be a completion of the amalgam A and let N be a
 4normal subgroup of G such that, for some i g 0, 1, 2 , N intersects nontri¨ -
ially with G . Then N equals G.i
Proof. First notice that G l N / 1 if and only if GX l N / 1 fori 1
X  . Yi s 0, 2. Observe that G ( L 16 and G ( A are simple groups which0 2 2 6
 .intersect nontrivally in a group of order 5 and that O G is contained in3 2
GX . Therefore, the normal subgroup N intersects nontrivally with G for0 i
 4 Ysome i g 0, 2 if and only if it intersects nontrivally with G . Hence, if2
 4 Y Y  X Y :G l N / 1 for some i g 0, 2 , then G , G F N. Since G , G s G,i 0 2 0 2
the assertion follows in these cases.
 .If G l N / 1, then O G is a subgroup of N, which shows the1 2 2
 .assertion as well as O G is a subgroup of G .2 1 0
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4. A COMPLETION OF THE AMALGAM OF TYPE J3
 .Let V be a 9-dimensional vector space over GF 4 equipped with a
 .nondegenerate unitary form h and let X ( SU 2 be the group of9
 .  .  24determinant 1 isometries of V, h . Let GF 4 s 0, 1, w, w , w a solution
2  4of the equation x q x q 1 s 0, and let B s e , . . . , e be an orthonor-0 8
mal basis of V.
 .4.1. How to Embed G into SU 22 9
Let S be an element in X such that S s diag 1, w ,
2 2 2 2 .w, w, w, w , w , w , w with respect to the basis B. This element will
 .  :  :generate O G . It has the eigenspaces E s e , E s e , . . . , e ,3 2 0 0 1 1 4
 : 2and E s e , . . . , e with eigenvalues 1, w, and w , respectively. Note2 5 8
that e is a nonisotropic vector and that E and E are 4-dimensional0 1 2
nondegenerate unitary subspaces of V. Let H be the subgroup of X
 4  .which fixes e and stabilizes E , E and let H s C E and H s0 1 2 1 H 2 2
 .   . .  .C E . Then we have H ( Z = SU 2 X 2 and H ( H ( SU 2 . AsH 1 3 4 1 2 4
G acts on the eigenspaces of S, we have to embed G in HZ, Z s2 2
  ..Z SU 2 . More exactly, we embed G into H.9 2
 . YTo do so, we need some further information on how Sp 2 9 ( A ( G4 6 2
 .  .may act on E and E . The space W, g s E , h is a unitary 4-dimen-1 2 1 N E1
 .sional space over GF 4 with the group of determinant 1 isometries
 .H ( SU 2 .1 4
 .There is a natural embedding of Sp 2 in H defined as follows.4 1
w  .x  4According to HuI, 10.4 , W admits a basis B s b , . . . , b such that1 1 4
 .  . g b , b s 1 for i s 1, 2 and g b , b s 0 otherwise see also the2iy 1 2i i j
.  .  .basis given explicitly below . Let k ( GF 2 be a subfield of GF 4 and let
W be the k-span of B . Then W equipped with the restriction g of ga 1 a a
 .to W is a 4-dimensional symplectic space over GF 2 and every isometrya
 .  . w  .xof W , g extends to a unique isometry of W, g ; cf. KlLi, 4.5 . As it isa a
 .well known, the nontrivial totally isotropic with respect to g resp. ga
 .  2 .subspaces of W resp. W form the generalized quadrangle Q s H 2a 3
  .. w  .xresp. Q s S 2 , incidence being inclusion; cf. Pa, 1.2.5 .a 3
 .  .The embedding of W , g into W, g yields an embedding of Q intoa a a
Q. Figure 1 is the point]line distribution diagram of Q, where we distin-
guish between the objects in Q and Q . There are 12 lines L and 30a
 .points P in Q _ Q . The dual of the structure S s P, L , g is aa
complete bipartite graph K without a matching. The two parts L and6, 6 1
 .L of the bipartition are exactly the orbits of Sp 2 9 ( A on L and2 4 6
 .Sp 2 acts transitively on L . Thus the stabilizer of the two parts L4 1
 .  .and L in H is Sp 2 9 and the stabilizer of a line l of L in Sp 2 is2 1 4 1 1 4
isomorphic to A and has two orbits of length 1 and 5 on L , respectively.5 2
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FIG. 1. The point]line incidence graph of Q with Q shown by circles. The rest is showna
by squares.
The orbit of length 1 consists of the unique line l of L which does nota 2
intersect l .1
Choosing b = e + e , b = e + e , b = e + e + e + e , and b1 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 4 4
s we q we q we q w2e as basis elements of W, we may assume1 2 3 4
 :l s d , d , where d s e q we , d s e q we . Then it is straight-1 1 2 1 1 4 2 2 3
forward to calculate the lines l , . . . , l of L , which intersect l non-b f 2 1
trivally. Namely, denoting d s we q e and d s e q w2e , we have3 2 4 4 1 3
 :  2 :l s d , d q wd q d , l s wd q d , w d q wd ,b 1 2 3 4 c 1 2 2 3
 2 :l s d q wd , wd q wd q w dd 1 2 1 2 4
and
 2 2 :l s d q d , w d q w d q d ,e 1 2 2 3 4
 2 2 :l s d , d q d q w d q w df 2 1 2 3 4
As L spans the 30 points of P, the line l consists of the points of P2 a
outside the lines l , . . . , l . Thus we obtainb f
 :l s d , d .a 3 4
Now let T , F , and Y be the elements of H , which induce the1 1 1 1
permutations
bcdf e , be cf , bc ef .  .  .  .  .
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on L . Since each of l , . . . , l intersect with l in a 1-space and since2 a f 1
l , . . . , l generate W, it is easy to see that the isomorphisms are, witha f
 4respect to C s d , d , d , d , as follows1 1 2 3 4
1 w2 0 0 2 2w w 0 0
2 2 2w w 0 0 1 w 0 0T s , F s ,1 10 0 0 w 0 0 1 1 0 02 2 0 0 0 10 0 w w
and
w 1 0 0
w w 0 0
Y s .1 20 0 1 w 0
0 0 0 1
These matrices give a representation of GX on E . Choose as a basis of12 1
E the set C consisting of the vectors d , . . . , d with2 2 5 8
4
d s a e ,4q j i j iq4
is1
where
4
d s a e for j s 1, . . . , 4,j i j i
is1
and let A be the element of X which fixes e and which interchanges d0 j
 4and d , j s 1, . . . , 4. Then, with respect to the basis C s e j C j C ,jq4 0 1 2
1 0 0
0 0 IA s .4 00 I 04
There are unique extensions T and F of T and F , respectively, to1 1
A y1 w xelements of X fulfilling the relations T s T and F, A s 1. They are,
with respect to the basis C ,
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 T 0 0 F 01T s and F s .1
y1  0 0 0 0 F0 0 T 11
In order to obtain an embedding of G into X, it remains to determine12
the action of Y on E . Note that Y acts in the same way on E as Y A on2 2
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A  .E . In order to find an appropriate Y g Aut E , we determine the1 1
 2remaining lines of L . It is not difficult to see that l s w d q1 2 2
:  4wd , wd q d is a further line of L s l , . . . , l , different from l . Set3 2 4 1 1 6 1
l s lT i for i s 1, . . . , 4. Thus T , F, and Y induce the permutations2q i 2
23456 , 25 34 , and 23 45 .  .  .  .  .
on L , respectively. Let Y be the element of H acting on L j L as1 2 1 1 2
the permutation
16 25 ad cf . .  .  .  .
 .Then Y is the unique involution in Sp 2 9 F H such that the relations2 4 1
 .2  y1 .3Y ? Y s F and Y T s 1 hold.1 2 1 2 1
It is straightforward to calculate that this element acts on E as1
w w2 1 w2
21 w w 0Y s .2 0 w 0 1 02w w 0 0
Set
1 0 0
0 Y 0Y s .1 00 0 Y2
 4Recall that w is the bijection between p s f , t, s, a, y, r and P s
 4 wF, T , S, A, Y, R with z s Z for z g p .
For b a subset of p and c a bijection c : b ª b c and R a set of
relations with set of generators b , let Rc be the set of relations r c g Rc,
where z g b is replaced by zc.
 4LEMMA 4.1. The restriction of w to f , t, s, a, y extends to an isomor-
 :phism between G and F, T , S, A, Y .2
 4  4 wProof. Set b s p _ r s t, s, f , a, y . Clearly, b is a subset of X.
By the choice of A, T , F, and S, the relations Rw hold for these1
elements.
 4  4Define for i s 1, 2 a map w between g s b _ a s t, s, f , y andi
 4 w i w1T , S , F , Y by setting z s Z for z g g . Then for the elements in gi i i i i
the relations Rw1 hold. Since F s F , T s Ty1 for g w2 the relations Rw22 2 1 2 1 2
hold, as well. Thus g w fulfills Rw.2
By the choice of A for A, S, T , and F the relations Rw hold. From3
 A.2 w wYY s F we conclude that b fulfills the relations R . This proves the4
lemma.
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 .4.2. How to Embed G into SU 20 9
Since we already embedded in the previous section s, f , t, and a into X,
 .it remains to embed the element r g O G l G . We want to do this in2 1 0
such a way that G and G stabilize the totally isotropic subspaces1 0
 :  :d , d and d , d , d , d , respectively.3 4 3 4 7 8
In order to make calculations more transparent, we extend d , d ,3 4
4d , d by7 8
c s wd q w2d , c s wd q d , c s c A , c s c A3 1 2 4 1 2 7 3 8 4
 4to a basis of E s E [ E . Observe that d , c are hyperbolic pairs, for1 2 i i
 wi s 3, 4, 7, 8 see the definition of a hyperbolic pair, for instance, in HuI,
x.p. 217 . Then
 4D s e , d , d , d , d , c , c , c , c0 3 4 7 8 3 4 7 8
is a basis of V. Our generators S, T , F, Y, and A are as follows with
respect to D:
w 0 0 01 0 0
0 w 0 00 S 0S s , where S s ,1 1 20 0 w 0 00 0 S  01 20 0 0 w
0 w 0 01 0 0
2 2w w 0 00 T 03T s , where T s ,3 2
ta 0 0 w wy1 0  00 0 T .3 20 0 w 0
 .for a the Frobenius automorphism of GF 4 and t the transposition map,
1 1 0 01 0 0
0 1 0 00 F 0F s , where F s ,3 3 0 0 1 1t 0  00 0 F3 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
20 1 w 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
Y s ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0¢ §
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
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and
0 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0 10 A 0A s , where A s .1 1 1 0 0 0 0  00 0 A1 0 1 0 0
 .  .  .The group L 16 2 has a natural embedding in GL 4 ( L 4 = Z .2 4 4 3
 :Let U s d , d , d , d and let3 4 7 8
0 w 0 0
2 2w w 0 0
L s w ?
0 0 0 w 02 20 0 w w
 .  4be an element of GL U with respect to the basis d , d , d , d . Then L3 4 7 8
is of order 15 and acts fixed point freely on U. Hence L induces a
 .GF 4 -vector space isomorphism between the 4-dimensional vector space
 .  4U over GF 4 with basis d , d , d , d and a 2-dimensional vector space3 4 7 8
Ä  .  4U over GF 16 with basis d , d . This isomorphism yields an embedding3 7
 .  .  .of GL 16 into GL U , namely, GL 16 consists of those elements of2 2
 .  .  .GL U which commute with L; and GL 16 is the normalizer of GL 162 2
 . w  .x   s, t::in GL U ; see, for instance, KlLi, 4.5 . As r is a Sylow 2-subgroup
X  . w xof G ( L 16 and as r, f s 1, we choose R such that it induces0 2
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0R s1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
on U.
 . H  :  :Note that N U acts on U s e , U . Since we do not want e toX 0 0
remain fixed, we choose R such that the vector e is mapped by R onto0
e q u for some w g Ua. There are two such extensions of R to an0 1
element of X, which commute with F and Y. But only for one of them do
the required relations R j R hold, namely, for6 7
1 u 0
0 R 01R s ,
t t 0u R R2 1
 .where u denotes the 1 = 4 matrix u s 0, 1, 0, 0 and R the 4 = 4 matrix2
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 w
R s .2 0 1 0 0 021 w 0 0
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 4LEMMA 4.2. The restriction of w to p _ y is extendable to an isomor-
  4:phism f between G and P _ Y .0 0
Proof. In Lemma 4.1 we already noticed that for P the relations
Rw j Rw hold. Because of the choice of R, P also fulfills Rw j Rw j Rw.1 3 5 6 7
This yields the assertion.
Since for P the relations Rw hold, we may derive from Lemmas 4.1 and8
4.2 the following.
PROPOSITION 4.3. The map w : p ¬ P gi¨ en by z ª Z for z g p can be
extended to monomorphisms f of G into X for i s 0, 1, 2 such thati i
 4f s f for i, j g 0, 1, 2 .iNG jNGi j i j
COROLLARY 4.4. There exists a faithful completion of the amalgam A.
In the remainder of this paper we identify z 's with Z's and keep the
notation of this section.
5. SIMPLE FACTS ABOUT THE UNITARY SPACE
 .Set X s stab e and G s X l G.e X 0 e e
 .  .LEMMA 5.1. Let M ( L 16 , x g M with o x s 5, and let W be an2
 .8-dimensional GF 2 M-module such that x acts fixed point freely on W. Then
 .W is isomorphic to the natural 2-dimensional GF 16 -module.
Proof. We claim that any element of order 3 of M acts fixed point
 .  .  :.freely on W. Assume s g M, o s s 3, and C s / 1. As N s ( DW M 30
  :..and as O N s acts fixed point freely on W, it follows that dim5 M
 . w  :x  . w xC s s dim W, s s 4. Let T g Syl M such that T , s F T. As anyW 2
 .two different Sylow 2-subgroups generate M, we have dim C T F 4. AsW
 .  .4the elements of order 5 of N T ( E Z act on C T , it follows thatM 2 15 W
 .   .NM  s:.:dim C T s 4. Since C T s W, the element s acts fixed pointW W
 . w x  .freely on C T . Thus W, s s C T , which yieldsW W
 :.  :.N s N sM M :  :w x w xW , s s W , s s C T s W , .W
in contradiction to our assumption.
Hence any element of order 3 of M acts fixed point freely on W and
w  .xaccording to a lemma of Higman Hig, 8.2 , W is the natural module.
LEMMA 5.2. Let W F e H be a 4-dimensional totally isotropic subspace.0
Then
 .  .  .i X is a split extension of O X with L ( GL 4 ;W 2 W 4
 .  .   ..ii We ha¨e O X l X s V O X ;2 W e 1 2 W
 .  .iii Let M F X such that M ( L 16 and such that M acts transi-W 2
a   ..  .ti¨ ely on W . Then V O X is an irreducible GF 2 M-module;1 2 W
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 .    ...   ..  .iv O X rV O X and V O X are irreducible GF 2 L-2 W 1 2 W 1 2 W
modules of dimension 8 and 16, respecti¨ ely.
 .Proof. As W is a totally isotropic 4-dimensional subspace, i holds. Set
 .  4N s O X l X . Let w , w , w , w be a basis of W and let2 W e 1 2 3 4H  :u , u , u , u g e such that U s u , u , u , u is a totally isotropic1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
 .  4 4-space and such that h u , w s d for i, j g 1, . . . , 4 recall that h isi j i, j
.  . Hthe hermitian form on V . Then it is straightforward to see that n y id NW
H  . 4induces the 0-map on W for n g N and that n y id N n g N is theNU
 .set of 4 = 4 hermitian matrices over GF 4 . Therefore, N is elementary
abelian of order 216.
 . xLet x g O X _ N. Since x f X , we have e s e q w for some2 W e 0 0
a  :H  .w g W . Let ¨ g V l e be an isotropic vector such that h ¨ , w s 1.0
 H.  .  x x.Since x fixes each element in Vr W and since 0 s h e , ¨ s h e , ¨ ,0 0
x x 2 it follows that ¨ s e q w q ¨ for some w g W. Thus ¨ s e q w qÄ Ä Ä0 0
. x¨ s e q w q w q e q w q ¨ s w q ¨ and x is not an involution. ThisÄ Ä0 0
 .proves ii .
 .  .In order to show iii let M F X such that M ( L 16 and such thatW 2
a  .M acts transitively on W . Since O X commutes with N, we may2 W
 .assume M F L. Assume that N is not an irreducible GF 2 M-module. It is
 .  .easy to calculate that, for S g Syl L , we have C S s 1. Therefore, N17 N
contains an 8-dimensional M-submodule N such that N and NrN are1 1 1
irreducible.
 .Notice that for any element s of order 3 of M we have C s / 1: For aN
suitable basis of W, s acts on W as
w 0
.2 /0 w
Hence s fixes n g N with
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0n y id s . . NU 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
 .   ..We have C M ( Z . Moreover, O C M acts trivially andL 15 3 L
  ..  .O C M acts fixed point freely on N. If C M stabilizes N , then N5 L L 1 1
and NrN are natural M-modules, which implies that any element s of M1
 .of order 3 acts fixed point freely on N. This contradicts C s / 1.N
 . c cThus there is a c g C M such that N s N [ N . Then N and NL 1 1 1 1
 .  .are isomorphic M-modules. Since C s / 1, for s g M, o s s 3, accord-N
 .  . 4ing to Lemma 5.1 for t g M, o t s 5, we have C t ( E . Therefore,N 21
 .  .8C t ( E , which is easy to check to be false. Thus iii holds.N 2
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 .  .  .By iii N is an irreducible GF 2 L-module. Since O X rN is of2 W
8  .  .order 2 , it is an irreducible GF 2 L-module, as well. This shows iv .
 .  .LEMMA 5.3. Let T ( SU 2 , R F T , R ( Sp 2 ( S and let K be a4 4 6
subgroup of T containing properly the commutator subgroup R9 of R. Then
either K s R or K s T.
 .Proof. Let W be the natural module for T ( SU 2 equipped with a4
nondegenerate T-invariant unitary form and set S s R9. Observe that S
has three orbits of length 6, 6, and 15, respectively, on the set V of
2-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces of W. In S the stabilizer of an
element v of V, which is in an orbit of length 6, is isomorphic to A and5
 .  .is a maximal subgroup of stab v ( E A . Hence stab v equalsT 16 5 K
 .  .either stab v or stab v .S T
 .  .  .Let N s N S . Then stab v s stab v . As N permutes the orbitsT N S
of S on V, it follows that N s R.
 .  .If K preserves the orbit of length 15, then stab v s stab v . In thisK S
< <case K : S F 2 which implies K F R. Otherwise, since K cannot have an
 <  . <.orbit of length 21 7 does not divide SU 2 , K is transitive on V. Thus4
< <T : K F 8, which yields together with the observation above that T s K.
 .LEMMA 5.4. Let W be a 4-dimensional GF 4 ¨ector space and let
W s U [ U , U being a subspace of dimension 2, i s 1, 2. Then the1 2 i
 4  .  .stabilizer S of U , U in GL W is a maximal subgroup of GL W .1 2
 .Proof. Set A s GL W and let Y F A be a proper overgroup of S.
 .The stabilizer S is isomorphic to GL 4 X 2 and it acts transitively on2
 .both the nonzero vectors in U j U and those in W _ U j U . Since Y1 2 1 2
 4  4 4does not stabilize U , U , it acts transitively on W _ 0 . Therefore, 4 y1 2
< <1 s 3 ? 5 ? 17 divides Y .
Next let us consider the action of Y on the set V of 2-dimensional
 4subspaces of W. The stabilizer S has four orbits on V: the orbit U , U1 2
and three orbits consisting of the subspaces which intersect in a 1-space,
respectively, with both U and U , with only U or U , or with none of U1 2 1 2 1
and U . The orbits are of lengths 2, 25, 150, and 180, respectively. Note2
  .  ..8that the stabilizer A of U in A is isomorphic to E GL 4 = GL 4 .U 1 2 2 21
 < <.Since 17, A s 1, each orbit of Y on V is divisible by 17. Thus Y actsU1
transitively on V and A s YA .U1
 .  .  .The fact that S l A ( GL 4 = GL 4 acts irreducibly on O AU 2 2 2 U1 1
yields that either Y l A s A or Y l A s S l A . Assume the lat-U U U U1 1 1 1
ter. Then
< < < <Y AU1 8< < < < < <A s YA s s 2 YU1 < <Y l AU1
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< < < < 12 < < 4and, as the 2-part A of A is 2 , it follows that Y s 2 , in contradic-2 2
< < 5tion with S s 2 . Hence we obtain Y l A s A which yields Y s A,2 U U1 1
as claimed.
 4.  .   . .Recall H s stab E , E l stab e ( Z = SU 2 X 2 .X 1 2 X 0 3 4
LEMMA 5.5. The group H is maximal in X .e
< < 13 9 2 < < 28 9 2Proof. Note that H s 2 ? 3 ? 5 and X s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 17 ?e
43. Let Y be a subgroup of X , which contains H properly. Set W s eH .e 0
The group H has three orbits on the isotropic 1-spaces U of W. They
are of lengths 90, 6075, and 4800: The first consists of those U which lie in
 :E or E , the second and the third consists of the spaces U s u q u ,1 2 1 2
 .where u g E i s 1, 2 are, respectively, isotropic or nonisotropic vectors.i i
< Y < < <Since U divides X , it follows that Y acts transitively on the isotropice
1-spaces. There are 3 ? 5 ? 17 ? 43 subspaces of this kind. Therefore, 17 ? 43
< <divides Y .
Now consider the orbits of H on the 2-dimensional totally isotropic
subspaces T of W. They are of length 54, 2025, 36450, 21600, 1036800,
131220, and 291600: The first consists of the spaces lying in E or E ; the1 2
 .  .second consists of those with dim E l T s dim E l T s 1; the third1 2
 .  .and the fourth are the subspaces T with dim E l T s 1, dim E l T si j
 4  4  .0, i, j s 1, 2 , and t q t g T , where t g E k s 1, 2 are, respec-1 2 k k
tively, isotropic and nonisotropic; and, finally, the last three orbits are the
 .  .subspaces with dim E l T s dim E l T s 0, whose projections onto1 2
E are, respectively, a nondegenerate unitary, a totally isotropic, or a1
degenerate, but not totally isotropic 2-space.
Since 17 ? 43 divides the length of each orbit T Y, it is easy to see that Y
acts transitively on the totally isotropic 2-spaces. There are 33 ? 7 ? 11 ? 17 ?
< <43 spaces of this kind in W. Thus 7 ? 11 divides Y . This implies if
 . w xS g Syl X , then X s YS. Hence, according to Seitz Sei , Y s X , as2 e e e
claimed.
6. DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBEDDING OF
 .A INTO SU 29
In this section we start to identify the elements of G with certain
 .subspaces of V. We show that G = Z G is the stabilizer of a certain0
4-dimensional totally isotropic subspace of V. Moreover, we show that
 .  .  .G = Z G is of index at most 2 in the stabilizer G l H = Z G of the2
 4   4.  .   . ..set E , E recall H s stab E , E l stab e ( Z = SU 2 X 2 .1 2 X 1 2 X 0 3 4
 .  .  .In the next section we will establish G = Z G s G l H = Z G . We2
 .  .  .will see later that Z G s Z X and G s G = Z G . Therefore, G has ae 2
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Ä Ätriple quotient G and the points of G can be identified with certain
4-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces, the lines with certain 2-dimen-
sional totally isotropic subspaces, and the quads with certain 1-dimensional
nondegenerate subspaces.
 .LEMMA 6.1. i G fixes exactly one 4-dimensional totally isotropic sub-0
 :space U of V, namely, U s d , d , d , d .3 4 7 8
 .  . Hii V decomposes as a GF 4 G -module into U F U F V. Thus its0
chief factors are of dimension 4, 1, and 4. G acts irreducibly on U.0
 . Hiii G has two orbits on the 1-dimensional spaces in U _U of length0
 :G 0120 and 136, respecti¨ ely. The second orbit is e .0
Proof. By construction, G stabilizes U. As G is not isomorphic to a0 0
 .  .subgroup of GL 4 , G acts irreducibly on U, as claimed in ii .3 0
Moreover, we have e g U H _U. Since G is a maximal subgroup of0 02
G and since G fixes the vector e , but G does not fix it, we obtain0 2 0 0
< :G 0 <e s 136. Let us consider the action of G on the remaining 1-spaces0 0
in U H _U. There are still 44 y 136 s 120 left. Since the element s ? t g G02
of order 15 acts without fixed points on U, it does not fix any of these
1-spaces. An element of order 17 of G fixes exactly one 1-dimensional0
subspace of U H and acts without fixed points on U. Hence the lengths of
all but one of the remaining orbits of G on U H _U are divisible by0
 .15 ? 17. This shows that there is only one second orbit, which yields iii .
Assume that G fixes a further 4-dimensional totally isotropic subspace0
Ä ÄH H ÄH H ÄHU of V. Then G fixes U and U lU . As U and U are0
H ÄH .5-dimensional we obtain with ii that U lU is a 1-dimensional sub-
H  .space of U , which is not contained in U. This is a contradiction to iii .
 .Hence i holds.
 .LEMMA 6.2. i G fixes a 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspace L s1
 :d , d of V.3 4
 . gii The space U, which is fixed by G , is the union of L , g g G .0 0
Moreo¨er, either L l L g s 0 or L s L g.
 .Proof. Part i can be read off the representation of G . Let us1
 .consider U as a 2-dimensional GF 16 -space with a group of automor-
X g  .phisms G . Then L , g g G , are 1-dimensional GF 16 -subspaces of U,0 0
 .which shows ii .
 .LEMMA 6.3. i G fixes exactly one nonisotropic 1-space in V, namely,2
 :e .0
 . Hii G is irreducible on the 8-dimensional subspace e of V. The2 0
 .GF 4 G chief factors on V are of dimension 1 and 8.2
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from the given representation
of G on V in Section 4.1.2
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LEMMA 6.4. G acts irreducibly on V.
 .Proof. Let W be a nontrivial G-invariant GF 4 -submodule of V. Then
 . H H Hby Lemma 6.3 ii either W l e s 0 or e F W. If W l e s 0, then0 0 0
W is 1-dimensional. Since G does not fix a 1-dimensional subspace, see0
 .  . H HLemma 6.1 ii and iii , we have e F W. This yields U F W and, as0
U H is 5-dimensional, WrU H/ 0. Since G is irreducible on VrU H ,0
 .Lemma 6.1 ii , we obtain W s V, which shows the assertion.
 .  .LEMMA 6.5. Z G F Z X .
Proof. Since G is irreducible on V, the center of G acts fixed point
 .  :freely on V. Since Z G centralizes s, it stabilizes e . These two facts0
 .  .yield either Z G s 1 or Z G ( Z . As G stabilizes exactly one 4-3 0
dimensional totally isotropic subspace, namely U, this subspace is also
 .   ..  .fixed by Z G . Since O C G s Z X , the assertion holds.3 X 0U
 .   ..  .LEMMA 6.6. i V O X is an irreducible GF 2 G -module.1 2 U 0
 .  .  . 8ii C s s O X l H is elementary abelian of order 2 .O  X . 2 U2 U
 .  .Proof. The assertion of i follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 iii .
 . .  .The fact that H ( Z E A X 2 yields ii .U 3 16 5
LEMMA 6.7. Let K be a subgroup of H properly containing G . Then either2
 .  .i K ( Z = S 2 or3 6
 .  .ii K l H ( K l H ( A , S , or SU 2 .1 2 6 6 4
 .E1  .E2  .E1 Hence either K l H ( K l H ( Z = A or K l H ( K l3 6
.E2H ( Z = S or K s H.3 6
Proof. Since G contains an element which interchanges E and E ,2 1 2
the projections of K on E and on E are isomorphic. Set for i s 1, 2,1 2
i  .Ei 1K s K l H . If K ( Z = A , then, as G is a proper subgroup of K,3 6 2
 .we have K l H ( K l H ( A . This case occurs in ii . Hence suppose1 2 6
that Z = A is a proper subgroup of K 1. According to Lemma 5.3, K 1 is3 6
 .isomorphic either to Z = S or to Z = SU 2 . In the first case the3 6 3 4
1  .assertion follows. Hence suppose K ( Z = SU 2 . If K l H / 1, then,3 4 1
 .as SU 2 is a simple group, K l H s H and K s H. It remains to4 1 1
  ..consider the case K l H s 1. In this case we have K ( Z = SU 2 2.1 3 4
 .  .  .Hence G rO K ( PGL 9 is isomorphic to a subgroup of KrO K (2 3 2 3
 .  .SU 2 2, which is false see Lemma 5.3 . This shows the assertion.4
 .LEMMA 6.8. We ha¨e O G s 1.2 U
  ..  .Proof. Set O s V O G . Since G ( L 16 2 is a subgroup of G1 2 U 0 2 U
U U  .and since G normalizes no 2-group of X , the normal subgroup O G0 U 2 U
 .   ..is contained in O X . Then, in particular, O is contained in V O X .2 U 1 2 U
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  ..  .Assume O / 1. This implies, as V O X is an irreducible GF 2 G -1 2 U 0
 .   ..module by Lemma 6.6 i , that O s V O X .1 2 U
 .  .  .Since C s ( E by Lemma 6.6 ii and since C s is a subgroup ofO 256 O
 .   . :G l H by Lemma 5.2 ii , we obtain with Lemma 6.7 that H s C s , G .O 2
 .  .Furthermore, since, by Lemma 5.2 ii and iv , G l H is a proper sub-U
group of G l X , Lemma 5.5 yields that H and G l X generate X .U e U e e
This implies, as X is maximal in X and as G is not a subgroup of X ,e U e
< < 31 10that G s X. Then G has G: G s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 19 ? 43 points, con-0
trary to the fact that G has at most 617 points; cf. Lemma 2.2. Hence
 .O s 1, which yields O G s 1, as claimed.2 U
For F F G, we denote by F the image of F under the natural epimor-
 .phism of G onto GrZ G . The following lemma is a crucial step in the
proof of the Main Theorem, since it shows that G / X.
 . <  :.  . <LEMMA 6.9. i N s : G = Z G F 2.G 2
 .  .  .ii C s rZ G is isomorphic either to Z = A or to Z = S .G 3 6 3 6
 .  :.  .  .  .  .iii N s s G l H = Z G s G l G = Z G .G 0 0 2U
 .Proof. Assume that i does not hold. Then, according to Lemma 6.7,
 .  :  .C s ( s = H = H l G contains a subgroup isomorphic to A =G 1 2 6
 :.A . Then the stabilizer S of U in N s induces on U at least a group6 G
 . U  .R ( Z = A X Z . According to Lemma 5.4, either G ( L 4 and3 5 2 U 4
U U  . U  .S ( R or G ( GL 4 and S ( R = Z G . As G does not fix e , weU 4 0 0
< GU < < < 7obtain S s G l X . This implies e s G : G l H s 2 ? 7 ? 17,U e 0 U U
contrary to the facts that e lies in U H and that there are 3 ? 280
H  .nonisotropic vectors in U . Thus i holds.
 .  .  :.The assertion in ii follows from i and Lemma 6.7. We have N s (GU
 .   ..S = D for both C s rO C s isomorphic to A or to S . Since G3 10 G 3 G 6 6 02
 :.  .is isomorphic to S = D , as well, and since N s s G l H =3 10 G UU
 .  .Z G , we obtain iii .
 .LEMMA 6.10. G s Z G = G .U 0
 .Proof. According to Lemma 6.8, O G s 1. Therefore, G is isomor-2 U U
 .  .phic to a subgroup of GL 4 . Hence G s Z G = K for some group K4 U
U  .with G F K F X . Then K is isomorphic to a subgroup of SL 4 .0 U 4
 .  .  .Assume K ) G . Let S g Syl G . Then either N S s N S ( Z Z0 17 0 K G 17 40
 .  . w  .x < <or N S ( Z = Z Z HuI, II, 7.3 . On the other hand, K : GK 5 17 4 0
< U < 7 4divides X : G s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7.U 0
 .Lemma 6.9 iii yields that a Sylow 3-subgroup of K is cyclic of order 3,
< < 7  .  .thus K : G only divides 2 ? 5 ? 7. If N S s N S , then we obtain a0 K G 0
<  . <contradiction to the fact that, according to Sylow's theorem, K : N S 'K
 .  .  .1 17 . Hence we have N S ( Z = Z Z . Then again Sylow's theoremK 5 17 4
< < < < < <  .applied to S yields that K s 5 G . Thus we obtain K : G ' 2 3 and, as0 0
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 :.  :.   .. <  :. <N s s N s Lemma 6.9 ii , it follows that K : N s sK G K0
< < <  :. <  .K : G G : N s ' 2 3 , in contradiction with Sylow's theorem. Hence0 0 G 0
the assumption K ) G was false and the lemma holds.0
7. THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLETION OF A
 .We are now able to show that GrZ G is a simple group of J -type.3
Thus we have to determine the structure of the centralizer of an involution
 .and to show that GrZ G is a simple group and that all of its involutions
w xare conjugate Ja .
We determine the centralizer of an involution i of the Borel Subgroup
B s G l G l G . We may assume i s f , since in B ( Z = D all0 1 2 3 10
involutions are conjugate.
Let us define a subgeometry L of G. For j s 0, 1, 2, the elements of L
of type j are the elements of G of type j, which are fixed by f and which
lie in a maximal flag of G, which itself is fixed by f ; incidence is the
incidence inherited from G.
LEMMA 7.1. L is the disjoint union of flag-transiti¨ e isomorphic C .c-2
 .geometries, each of order 1, 3 .
 4  4  :Proof. Let p, l, q be the flag G , G , G . Since f is a Sylow0 1 2
2-subgroup of the Borel subgroup B of G and since G acts flag-transitively
 .on G, the centralizer C f acts flag-transitively on L. Hence the con-G
nected components of L are isomorphic flag-transitive structures. Of
course, the flag-transitivity yields that any two elements of L of the same
type have isomorphic residues. Therefore, to determine the connected
components of L, it is enough to consider the residues of p, l, and q.
The involution f fixes 5 lines on p and any quad on p, which is incident
to two of the fixed lines. Therefore, the residue of p in L is isomorphic to
a complete graph with 5 vertices.
Clearly, the residue of l in L is a generalized digon.
Since f fixes 4 points and 4 lines on q, which form a quadrangle, the
assertion follows.
 4Let L be the connected component of L that contains the flag p, l, q .1
Ä .  .Set C s C f and, for i s 0, 1, 2, set D s C f . Denote by theG i G i
 :natural epimorphism of C onto Cr f .
LEMMA 7.2. The connected component L is a double quotient of a1
 :truncation of the Coxeter complex of type C . The group D s D , D , D5 0 1 2
1q4  .( 2 A acts flag-transiti¨ ely on L with kernel Z D ( Z .5 1 2
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Ä Ä Ä  .Proof. Note that D ( A , D ( E : S ( S , and D ( Z = Z 20 5 1 4 3 4 2 3 4
 :  :  :and that D s f , a, s, r , D s f , r, s, y , and D s f , a, y, s .0 1 2
The collinearity graph of the universal cover L of L is bipartite see1 1
w x w x.  .Neu or Ri, Theorem 1 . Define a new rank 3 geometry g L whose set1
of points and set of planes are the two parts of the bipartition of the points
of L and whose lines are the quads of L . Let a point p9 be incident with1 1
a plane q9 if and only if p9 and q9 are adjacent points in L and let a point1
or a plane be incident with a line if and only if they are incident in L ,1
w x  .respectively. Then, according to Ri, Theorem 2 , g L is a simply con-1
nected c.c*-geometry.
 .Moreover, as L is flag-transitive, g L is also flag-transitive with the1 1
 a:stabilizer of a point K s D , the stabilizer of a line K s f , a, s, yy (0 0 1
 . y  y y:2 S = Z , and the stabilizer of a plane K s D s a , D l D ( A .3 2 2 0 0 0 5
 .Observe that y defines a duality of g L , which centralizes K l K s1 0 2
y y 2 a 2 .  . w x  .D l D . As aa s yy s f , according to Ba1, Corollary 3.5 , g L0 0 1
is the D -truncation with flag-transitive group isomorphic to E A . Hence5 16 5
L is the C -truncation and either L s L or L is a double quotient of L .1 5 1 1 1 1
Ä .  .Assume L s L . Then D s O D D , where O D is the permuta-1 1 2 0 2
tion module for D ( A . Therefore, D centralizes a subgroup of order 20 5 0
Ä . <  . <in O D , which yields C D s 4. Using the 3-subgroup lemma, we2 O D . 02
 .  .conclude that C D s Z D . Then, according to Lemma 6.9,O D . 02
 :.  .  .N s ( Z Aut A . Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of D . Then Z D SG 3 6 2
 :.is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N s , which is not possible as the center of aG
 .Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut A is of order 2. Thus L is a double quotient6 1
of L .1
Ä .  .  .Hence D s O D D , where O D is of order 32 and where O D is2 0 2 2
the even part of the permutation module for D ( A . It follows from0 5
 .  .O D l D ( D that O D is not abelian. As D has two orbits of2 2 8 2 0
Ä .  .  :  .length 5 and 10 on O D , the center of O D equals f and O D is2 2 2
an extraspecial group. This proves the lemma.
 .  :  :LEMMA 7.3. C f s e q W, where W s d , d , c , c is a 4-V 0 4 8 3 7
 :Hdimensional totally isotropic subspace of e .0
w xProof. The fact that V, f is 4-dimensional can be read off the matrix
 :representing f. As f centralizes e q W, the assertion follows.0
  ..  :LEMMA 7.4. We ha¨e O C f l C s f .2 X
  ..Proof. Set N s O C f .2 X
 :First we show that N l G s f .e
Ä Ä .Assume the contrary. Let M be an irreducible GF 2 D -submodule of0
Ä .  :  . w  .xN l G r f . According to Lemma 6.9 i and Hig, 8.2 , M is either ae
Ä  .trivial or a natural module for D ( L 4 .0 2
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Ä  :  .First assume M ( Z . As M l G s f cf. Lemma 6.10 , the orbit2 UÄMU is of length 2, and as U is a maximal totally isotropic subspace,
 m:  m.  :T s U, U r U l U is a nondegenerate unitary space, where m s
Ä Ä Ä  .M. Thus, as M = D is acting on T , it is a subgroup of Aut T , which is0
Ä Äfalse. This proves that M is a natural module for D .0
Ä mThen, for any m g M, the subspace U rU l W is contained in the
4-dimensional nondegenerate unitary space
H H :T s U l W l e r U l W . .  . .0
Ä Ä m Ä Ä < 4Since M: D acts on the set U rU l W m g M , it follows that M: D0 0
 .  .  :F Aut T ( SU 2 , which is not possible. Thus N l G s f .4 e
 :Now assume that f is a proper subgroup of P s N l G. As seen
 :  . 2before no element of P _ f fixes e , so Lemma 5.2 ii yields x s f for0
 :all x g P _ f . In particular, P possesses exactly one involution, which
implies that P is either a generalized quaternion group or cyclic. Since
 .  :  :C s F G , s and therefore also D act nontrivially on Pr f . ThisG e 0
<   :. < 4implies V Pr f G 2 , which is not possible. Hence the assumption1
 :N l C / f was false and the assertion follows.
W  : W  :In particular, Lemma 7.4 yields C s Cr f and D s Dr f .
 . WLEMMA 7.5. The space W decomposes as a GF 4 D -module into two
natural D s Dw-modules.0 0
W  :Proof. We have D s y, u, s, a . It can be immediately checked that
  .a:these elements stabilize the subspace W s d q c , d q c of W.1 4 3 4 3
The two modules W and WrW are natural DW-modules, as s acts fixed1 1 0
point freely on both.
As in the proof of Lemma 7.5, denote by W the 2-dimensional subspace1
W  W .of W left invariant by D . Notice that O D acts trivially on W . Let Z2 1
be the stabilizer of W in X W. Then Z is isomorphic to an elementary1 W
8  .  .abelian group of order 2 extended by GL 4 = GL 4 .2 2
 . W  W .LEMMA 7.6. O Z l C s O D .2 2
 .  W .Proof. Set O s O Z and O s O D . As O is the SteinbergZ 2 D 2 D
W  . Wmodule for D ( A , this module is an injective GF 2 D -module. Hence0 5 0
 . WO s O [ M for some GF 2 D -module M. In Z there are threeZ D 0
conjugacy classes of elements of order 3, two classes acting fixed point
freely on O , and one class centralizing a subgroup of order 16 in O . AsZ Z
 .  .C s is of order 4, the centralizer C s is of order 16. Hence M is alsoO OD Z
the Steinberg module for DW.0
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Thus, if K s O l CW ) O , then K s O . Let O be the preimage ofZ D Z
 .  :  . w x w xC s in C. Then Or f s C s and we obtain O, s s O, s, s FO OZ Zw x  .f , s s 1. The fact that O is of order 32 contradicts Lemma 6.9 ii . Hence
the assertion holds.
 :.  .COROLLARY 7.7. N s s G = Z G .G 2
 :.  .Proof. Assume N s ) G = Z G . Then, according to LemmaG 2
 .  .   ..  .  :6.9 ii , C s rO C s ( S . Note that C s r s is a Sylow 2-subgroupG 3 G 6 D
Y  .  .in G ( A . Hence there exists an involution x g C s _ C s which2 6 G D
 a:  a:.centralizes f , y, y . Therefore, x acts on C y, y s W . Thus x g Z.W 1
Since s has two 1-dimensional eigenspaces on W , x centralizes W . This1 1
 .  .shows that x g O Z . As x g C f , Lemma 7.6 yields x g D, in contra-2 G
diction with the choice of x.
 .  . 1q4LEMMA 7.8. We ha¨e C f rZ G ( 2 A .G 5
Proof. As the subgroup D ( 21q4A is contained in C, it remains to5
 .show that C s D = Z G .
W W  . W W  .First we prove Z l C s D Z G . Assume that Z l C ) D Z G .
 W .  W .  WBy Lemma 7.6, we obtain that C l Z rO D ( C l2
.  .  .Z O Z rO Z . According to Lemma 7.5, D acts on W and on WrW2 2 0 1 1
 . W W  .  W .  .  .as L 4 . Therefore, Z l C ) D Z G yields C l Z O Z rO Z2 2 2
 . Ws ZrO Z . Thus the Sylow 3-subgroups of C l Z are abelian of order2
<  . <  .9 ? Z G , which contradicts Lemma 6.9 ii , so our claim holds.
 W .  W .Now let R g Syl C . Assume R ) S for some S g Syl D . Then2 2
 .  W .N S ) S and, as O D is a characteristic subgroup of S, the normal-R 2
 .  W .  .Wizer N S normalizes O D . Moreover, C W s W yields thatR 2 O D . 12
 .  . W W  .N S stabilizes W . Thus N S is a subgroup of Z l C s D Z G .R 1 R
 W .This contradicts our assumption and shows that R g Syl D .2
W < < <  . < 12 5 2Let L s X . Then L s GL 4 s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 17. Since L is aW 4
 .   . :split extension Z = SL 4 , Corollary 7.7 yields Z G , s is a Sylow3 4
3-subgroup of CW.
W W  .We infer from Z l C s D Z G that
< W W <c s C : D G F 3 ? 7 ? 17. .
Assume c ) 1. Then Sylow's theorem, applied to CW for the prime 3,
< W < 6 2 2 < W < 6 2shows that either C s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 17 or C s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7. Notice
 :.   ..that N t ( Z = Z = L 16 2 and that, for an element y withL 3 5 2
 .   . .  :.   :.o y s 17 resp. o y s 7 , N y ( Z : Z resp. N y (L 255 4 L
 . .Z : Z E . For both possibilities we obtain a contradiction by applying7 3 9
Sylow's theorem to CW: with p s 5 and p s 17 in the first case and with
p s 5 and p s 7 in the second case. This yields the assertion.
 .Recall that G denotes GrZ G .
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LEMMA 7.9. G has just one class of in¨olutions.
Proof. We show that G has one class of involutions, since this yields
that G also has just one class of involutions. As for a Sylow 2-subgroup S
 :of C, the center of S is f , any Sylow 2-subgroup of C is contained in
 .Syl G . Hence we have to show that all involutions in C are conjugate in2
 4G. The centralizer C acts transitively on the set of involutions I _ f of
 .  .O C . Since the involutions y g O c and f are conjugate in G , all2 2 2
 .involutions of O C are conjugate in G.2
Let i g D be an involution. Since the preimage of the centralizer of i0
 .  :in O C r f is isomorphic to Z = Z , there are 8 involutions in the2 2 4
 .coset O C i. Thus, as there are 15 involutions in D + A , there are 8.152 0 5
 .  .  .involutions in C _ O C . Observe that C i ( E and C i s2 O C . 4 C2
 .  . < C < <  . < 3C i C i ( E E . Hence i s C: C i s 2 ? 15, which shows thatO C . D 4 4 C2 0
 .all involutions in C _ O C are conjugate in C.2
 .It remains to show that an involution of O C is conjugate to an2
 .  .involution of C _ O C . Note that G ( L 16 2 contains an elementary2 0 2
 . aabelian subgroup S of order 16 and that N S acts transitively on S . AsG 0
 .C contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and as the 2 rank of O C ( Q ) D2 8 8
 .  .  .and of CrO C ( Z G = A is 2, in G involutions of O C are conju-2 5 2
 .gate to involutions of C _ O C . This proves the assertion.2
LEMMA 7.10. The group G is simple.
Proof. Assume that G has a nontrivial normal subgroup N / G.
 .We first prove that C f s 1. Assume N l C / 1. According toN
1q4  .Lemma 7.8, we have C ( 2 A . We distinguish the two cases O C l N5 2
 .  .s 1 and O C l N / 1. If O C l N s 1, then N l C is contained in2 2
  ..   ..  :C O C . As C O C s f in this case, it follows that N l C s 1,C 2 C 2
 .in contradiction with our assumption. Thus we have N l O C / 1. Note2
 .  :  .that O C r f is an irreducible module for D and that O C is a2 0 2
 :  .nonsplit extension of f . Thus, as O C l N is normal in C, we obtain2
 :  .f F O C l N, which contradicts Lemma 3.8. Hence C l N s 1 fol-2
 :lows and f acts fixed point freely on N.
f y1 g :This implies that n s n for all n g N. Let g g G such that f , f2
g gw x w x w xis elementary abelian of order 4. Then N s N, f s N, f s N, ff ,
which is not possible. This proves that N s 1 and that G is a simple
group.
 .Thus we have proved that GrZ G is of J -type, which shows the Main3
Theorem.
 .According to Lemma 3.8, G is a perfect central extension of Z G F
 .Z X . In fact, G is a nonsplit extension 3 J , as is shown next.3
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 .  .LEMMA 7.11. Z G s Z X ( Z .3
 .  .Proof. According to Lemma 6.5, Z G F Z X . It remains to show that
 .  .Z X F Z G .
 . X  .  :.Assume Z G s 1. Let u g G , o u s 3. Then C su / 1.12 O G .2 1
This implies, as all involutions as well as all elements of order 3 in the
centralizer of an involution are conjugate, that s and su are conjugate in
G.
We claim that s and su are not conjugate in X. Since u g GX , it12
u  :.follows that e s e and that u acts on E , E such that C u ( E0 0 1 2 E 16i
 :.  4  4  :. 8and C u s 1, where i, j s 1, 2 . Therefore, C su ( E . AsE V 2j
 :.C s ( E , s and su are not conjugate in X. This proves G / G andV 4
 .  .therefore Z G s Z X ( Z , as claimed.3
8. THE GEOMETRY G IN TERMS OF THE
UNITARY SPACE
In order to describe the geometry G in terms of the unitary space, we
need the following two facts.
LEMMA 8.1. We ha¨e G s G .e 2
Proof. Set K s G .e
 .   ..We first show that C f F G . Set L s O C f . Clearly, K / GK 2 2 G
 .and, as r g D s L l G but r f K, we have C f g K. Since Z D (0 0 G 3 16
 .  .D F C f , it follows that C f LrL ( S . Therefore, it suffices to2 K K 3
prove that L l K s L l G . Assume L l K ) L l G . Then L F K.2 2
a ar ar  :Recall y g L. Therefore, y g L, which implies that y stabilizes e .0
But
a a ry rr y re s e q d s e q c s e q d q c q c . .  .0 0 4 0 3 0 4 3 8
 .This contradiction proves C f F G , as claimed.K 2
 .Next we prove that for any involution i g G we have C i F G . In2 K 2
G there are two classes of involutions, so we may assume i g G _ GX .2 2 2
 .Let T g Syl K . The fact that f is a central involution in G yields that2 2
 .  :T g Syl G and that therefore T ( D . This implies that f , i is a2 2 16
 .Sylow 2-subgroup of C i . Thus, according to the Burnside normalK
 .p-complement theorem, C i has a normal 2-complement. Therefore, asK
1q4 .  .  .  .G rO G ( PGL 9 and as C i ( 2 A , it follows that C i (2 3 2 2 G 5 K
 .  .Z = D and thereby C i s C i .2 10 K G 2 K :We now claim that for any involution i g G the subgroup i is2
kcontained in G . Assume i f G for some k g K. Since in G there are2 2 2
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two classes of involutions that are not conjugate in K, there is an
kinvolution j g G such that i and j are not conjugate in K. This implies2
k k n :  .  .that i , j ( D , n even. Set x s i j . Then x g C j F G and2 n K 2
k  .therefore i g C x F G , in contradiction to our assumption. ThusK 2
K :i F G , as claimed.2
Since G is generated by its involutions, we obtain that G is a normal2 2
  ..subgroup of K. Hence K F N O G s G . This proves G s G .G 3 2 2 e 2
 .LEMMA 8.2. G s G = Z G .L 1
 . :Proof. Let Y be the pointwise stabilizer of L in G . Then O G szL 2 1
  ..  .F G = Z G l Y for some z g Z G .1
 .Assume that G contains a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G. Then Z T F YL
and, by Lemma 7.5, T l Y ( 21q4. This is not possible, since an extraspe-
cial group of order 32 does not contain an elementary abelian group of
 .order 16. Thus our assumption was false and thereby O G is a Sylow2 1
2-subgroup of Y.
 :.  :  :According to Lemma 7.7, N sz l Y s sz . Therefore, sz has aG
  ..  . normal 39-complement M in Y. Since N O G s G = Z G recallG 2 1 1LL  ..   ..  .  .G ( GL 4 , it follows that N O G s O G . Therefore, O GL 2 M 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .  .   .has a normal 29-complement O M in M. Thus O M s C i N i gOM .
 .a:  . :  .O G s 1, which implies Y s O G sz F G = Z G . Thus G F2 1 2 1 1 L
 .G = Z G , which proves the assertion.1
 .Let P V be the projective space related to V. Then the sets of points,
 .lines, and quads of G in P V are, respectively,
G G  :GP s U , L s L , and Q s e .0
LEMMA 8.3. The incidence can be described as follows:
 .i A point p is incident to a quad q iff p and q are perpendicular.
 .ii A point p is incident to a line l iff l is contained in p.
 .iii A line l is incident to a quad q iff q is perpendicular to each point
which is incident to l.
Proof. Clearly, if p is incident with q, then p and q are perpendicular.
Now assume that p and q are perpendicular but not incident. The
stabilizer G has two orbits of length 8 ? 17 and 8 ? 15 on the nonisotropic0
1-spaces in pH . Since the first orbit consists of the quads which are
incident with p, the quad q is contained in the second and therefore
< < <  .17 G , which contradicts Lemma 8.1. This proves i .q
 .To show ii , we have to prove, if l is contained in p, then l and p are
incident. Assume that p and l are not incident. Let l , . . . , l be the 171 17
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 .lines in res p . Then p is the disjoint union of l , . . . , l and therefore1 17
 :l s l l l , l l l for some 1 F j, k F 17. The stabilizer S of l and l inj k j k
 .G is isomorphic to Z = D . Without loss of generality, O S acts on l0 3 10 3 j
 .  2 2 .  .as diag w, w and on l as diag w , w . Hence O S acts on l ask 3
2 .diag w, w . This implies that in G the element s is conjugate to an
Yelement in G ( A . Since s is conjugate to any element of order 3 in2 6
X YG _ G , it follows that all elements of order 3 are conjugate in G . But2 2 2
 :.this is false, as N s s G does not contain a Sylow 3-subgroup of G.G 2
 .This shows ii .
If l is incident with q, then q is perpendicular to each point on l. Since
the points on l generate a 6-dimensional space P, we have P Hs q [ l. In
H  .P there are exactly 16 nonisotropic 1-spaces, which provides iii .
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